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Chemical Safety for Sustainability

Objectives: Emerging Materials/
Nanomaterials
• Developing test systems that are adequate for
evaluation of nanomaterials
• Identifying critical parameters that influence their
behavior in the environment
• Determining how the inherent properties influence
behavior in biological systems and act in adverse
outcome pathways
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Life Cycle Assessment Framework
Adopted from NAS report on ENMs
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•Identification
•Prioritization
•Detection
•Characterization

Credible Predictive Toxicity
Alternative Test Methods
(ToxCast)
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Transformative Science

Predictive Toxicology
• Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy
(NRC, 2007)
• Growing number of ENM; can’t afford to test one-by-one
• Behavior of ENM depends on their inherent chemical and
physical properties and how those properties interact with the
environment and sensitive species in the environment
• Transformative science will understand the influence of ENM
material properties and build predictive models so that each new
material does not need to be fully tested
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EPA Extramural Grants Program
• 2 Centers for Environmental Implications of
Nanotechnology (w/ NSF)
– CEIN (UCLA)
– CEINT (Duke)

• Multiple individual awards
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STAR Grants Per State, 2001-2008
(102 Total individual PIs)
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EPA Labs and Centers Involved
in Nanomaterial Research
Western Ecology
Division
Corvallis, OR

Mid-Continent Ecology
Division
Duluth, MN

Environmental Research
Center
Cincinnati, OH

Atlantic Ecology
Division
Narragansett, RI

Duke Center for
Environmental
Implications of
Nanotechnology
(CEINT)

UCLA Center for
Environmental
Implications of
Nanotechnology
(CEIN)

National Health and
Environmental Effects
Research Laboratory
Research Triangle Park,
NC

Environmental
Sciences Division
Las Vegas, NV
Ground Water and
Ecosystems
Restoration
Ada, OK

Ecosystem
Support
Athens, GA

Accomplishments

ORD nanomaterial research
• 2009-2103
– Over 200 peer-reviewed publications
– Over 20 books/book chapters
– 3 major agency evaluations (case studies)
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Research Approach
2015-2017
• Coordinated across EPA labs and centers
• Core library of nanomaterials
• Categorical approach to study nanomaterials
– Metals, metal oxides and carbon-based (MWCNT)
– Range of materials within each category that vary
along key PC parameters

• Distributed analytical core facilities
• Extramural collaboration and integration
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Key Products
• Protocols for characterizing engineered
nanomaterials (2015)
• Protocols for evaluating ENM in complex
environmental or biological systems (2016)
• Evaluate relationships linking physical and
chemical properties of ENM to fate, transport,
transformation and effects on human health
or ecosystem (2017)
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Seeking Extramural Partners
• Collaborate on variety of research projects
• Common core materials
• Modeling
– Environmental fate and transport
– SAR

• Data curating and management, informatics
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End of Presentation
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Analytical method for characterizing nanoparticles
single particle ICP mass spectrometry

FY13 1.2.1

Problem
– Tools are needed for detecting and characterizing engineered
nanomaterials
– Current methods lack sensitivity, and/or do not provide elemental specificity.

Approach
– Separate particles according to size (hydrodynamic diameter)
• Hydrodynamic chromatography (HDC)
– Analyze particle number and elemental mass for individual particles
• Single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (spICPMS)

Deliverable
Pergantis SA, Jones-Lepp TL, Heithmar EM; “Hydrodynamic
chromatography online with single particle-inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry for ultratrace detection of metal-containing nanoparticles”;
Anal Chem. 2012 Aug 7;84(15):6454-62.

Impact
Can measure and characterize metal-bearing nanoparticles in
environmental waters with the required sensitivity, representativeness, and
elemental selectivity.
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Determination of Au nanoparticles spiked in drinking water by HDC/sp-ICPMS
Simultaneous information on nanoparticle size, elemental mass of individual particles,
and number of nanoparticles in sample (mixture of 60 nm and 26 nm Au).

Measure the deposition of carbon nanotubes on
environmental surfaces
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

FY13 1.2.2

Problem
There are no a priori techniques to estimate CNT deposition on surfaces –for aquatic transport models
Which surfaces control CNT transport?
Approach
Use Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) to measure CNT deposition on surfaces: Fe2O3, Al2O3, Silica,
Natural Organic Matter (NOM)
Deliverables
Data for CNT deposition on environmental surfaces under a range of environmental conditions.
Report in peer reviewed journal.
Impact
Identifies key environmental surfaces controlling CNT deposition
Supports the development of an CNT water quality model by providing key parameter distributions

Silica: sands
Metal oxides: mineral
surface coatings
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Natural organic
matter

Health effects of inhalation of cerium nanoparticles
and Ce diesel fuel additive emissions
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Problem
CeO2 nanoparticles were proposed as a fuel borne catalyst for on-road diesel fuel in US
CeO2 nanoparticles are currently used in US for non-road diesel engines
Ce nanoparticles are emitted in exhaust when used as a fuel additive
CeO2 nanoparticles have multiple other uses (paints and coatings)
Approach
In vivo animal exposures to diesel exhaust w/ and w/o CeO2
In vivo animal exposures to CeO2 nanoparticles
In vitro exposure of cells to aerosolized CeO2 nanoparticles
Deliverables
CeO2 increases number of respirable sized particles
Pulmonary toxicity, inflammation, and immune suppression
Comparable in vitro and in vivo toxicity
Impact
Decisions regarding use of CeO2 as a fuel born catalyst
Decisions regarding other uses of CeO2
Inform validity of in vitro models of pulmonary toxicity and inflammation

FY13 1.2.2

Pulmonary Effects Following Inhalation to CeO2
Nano-aerosol

Pulmonary
Inflammation and
edema
0 to 1 month
post-exposure
(prolonged inflammation
and edema)

Lung
Histopathology,
1 mon
post-exposure
(dysplasia and mild
fibrosis

NOAEL single exposure (6hr; 1dy): 0.29 mg/m3; 45,000 particles/cc
LOAEL repeated exposure (6hr/dy; 4dys): 0.19 mg/m3; 29,000 particles/cc
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Alternative Tests: In Vivo <> In Vitro Pulmonary
Effects of CeO2 NPs
In Vitro Pre-exposure of Rat Alveolar Macrophages to CeO2 NPs
Induces Similar Immuno-suppression Observed In Vivo

–20% of
–Total LDH
–Release

> Pre-exposure of isolated rat lung macrophages to CeO2 NPs inhibited endotoxin induced TNFα
production and nitric oxide (NO) production

> NP Ranking: <7nm CeO2 > 70-105nm CeO2 > 1µm CeO2 = 5nm TiO2 = 200nm TiO2
> No activity: 15nm CB; 5-15nm SiO2 NPs
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Ecological-testing of ENM’s

CSS 2.6.2

Problem: Defining exposure conditions, toxicity and approaches for testing ecosystem effects
of engineered nanomaterials
Approach:
- Assess behavior of ENMs under freshwater, marine
and terrestrial conditions
- Test representative ENM’s for toxicity to key species
- Alternative test method development
*Genomic and faster throughput endpoints
- Identify toxicity-causing properties, mechanisms, QSAR
- Protocols for evaluating ENM’s in complex systems
* Bioaccumulation, intra- & interspecies interactions,
community endpoints

Deliverable:

Genomics

- Journal articles, Presentations
- Technical information, Executive summaries
Impact:
- Assessment of risk to freshwater, marine and terrestrial ecosystems
- Modify standard test guidelines for ENM hazard assessment
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Marine Bioaccumulation
Species
Polychaete
(Nereis virens)

Ecological-testing of ENM’s

CSS 2.6.2

FY13 Product: Guidance on best available
methods and approaches for eco-testing and
characterization of selected nanomaterials
•

Interim guidance regarding:
– TiO2 and Ag in aquatic ecosystems
– TiO2 and CeO2 in terrestrial ecosystems
– SWCNT in marine ecosystems

• Focus on material dispersion in stock and exposure
media; renewal schedules; material characterization
• Identify remaining challenges
• Publications, reports, technical information, summary
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ToxCast HTS assay data to classify
nanomaterials based biological activity

Problem
– Many more ENM are being developed than can be tested with existing approaches
– High Throughput Screening (HTS) is being developed for chemicals: will it work for ENM?
Approach
– Evaluate a variety of ENM using the ToxCast assays
– Select nanomaterials that range across composition size and structure
– Evaluate outcomes as they map to classes and types of ENM
Deliverables
– Data set has been collected and will be available
– Analysis is complex and underway.
Impact
– Decisions and approaches to screening novel ENM
– Ranking and classification of ENM by profile of outcomes
– Prioritization for further assessment
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FY13 1.2.2

Screening diverse classes of NMs in ToxCast

Screened 67 samples (62 unique)
nano
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micro ion
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Endpoint types by platforms

• Transcription factor
activation

RNA

* IAT NP and IAT NP infused with Ag ion
# purified sample with no/low ions
Not listed: Dispersant of one of the nano-Ag
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•

Protein profile

•

Cell growth kinetics

•

Toxicity phenotype

•

Developmental
malformation (zebrafish)

Protein
Function/
Phenotype

The importance of core chemical composition
Color key and
histogram

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Bioactivity generally in the 1-100
ug/ml range
NM with Ag, Cu, Zn are more
bioactive than others
CNT and asbestos have different
profiles in inflammatory responses
Data are being analyzed
Prioritization tool is being developed,
using ToxPi and other approaches
May only need representative assays
to prioritize nanomaterials for further
assessment/testing
CNT & asbestos had different
inflammatory
response profiles

Proposed Products:
FY15-17
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Research Theme: Chemical Evaluation
Project Area: Emerging Materials

• Product 1. FY15. Protocols for characterizing, evaluating exposure
and toxicity of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs)
• Product 2: FY16. Protocols for evaluating engineered nanomaterials
in complex biological or environmental systems
• Product 3: FY17. Develop relationships linking properties of
nanomaterials to their fate, transport, transformation and effects,
and which should be considered to create safer and more
sustainable ENMs

Product 1. FY15

Protocols for characterizing, evaluating
exposure and toxicity of engineered
nanomaterials (ENMs)
•

2
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Protocols for the following are to be developed:
– Assessing the physiochemical properties of nanomaterials
• As produced or used
• Evaluating dissolution and aggregation
– Methods to evaluate human and eco toxicity
• Guidance for evaluating the effects of nanomaterials on humans or wildlife
species

Product 2: FY16

Protocols for evaluating engineered
nanomaterials in complex biological or
environmental systems
•
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Protocols for the following are to be developed:
– Purification and suspension of nanomaterials in aqueous media
– Detection and characterization of nanomaterials in complex media such as dissolved
organic matter, sediments, or biological tissues
– Measuring exposure to and bioavailability of nanomaterials
– Measuring bio-distribution in humans and non-human species, distribution of NM
among environmental compartments.
– Evaluating release of nanomaterials from consumer products
– Methods for the identification of consumer products that would result in human and
environmental exposure

Product 3: FY17

Properties of nanomaterials determining
fate, transport, transformation and
effects, and to consider for designing
safer and more sustainable ENMs
•
•

3
0

A compendia of information on the relationships between key inherent properties and
environmental fate, transport, transformation, bio-distribution, exposure, and toxicity
Among the inherent properties to be characterized are:
– particle size, shape and surface area,
– surface charge, capping agents, solubility, reactivity,
– transformations, aggregation/agglomeration potential, surface transformations,
stability
– integration: modeling and synthesis of results; modification of current predictive
models, or generation of new ENM-specific models; QSAR

Environmental Fate
Engineered Systems:
•Transport
•Transformation
•Aggregation
•Dissolution

Source:
•Prioritization
•Characterization
•Release during
•Production
•Use
•Disposal

Aquatic and Sediments:
•Transport
•Transformation
•Aggregation
•Dissolution

Tools:
•Characterization techniques
•Environmental sampling
•Detection in environmental matrices

Soils:
•Transport
•Transformation
•Aggregation
•Dissolution
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Batley, G. E., J. K. Kirby, et al. (2012), Accounts of Chemical Research

Ecosystem Health
Terrestrial Systems:
Source:
•Prioritization
•Characterization
•Release during
•Production
•Use
•Disposal

•Animals, plant & soil
ecosystem response
•Lethal & sublethal responses
•Growth
•Genomic indicators

Fate:
•Transport
•Transformation
•Aggregation
•Dissolution

Tools:
•Characterization techniques
•Environmental sampling
•Detection in environmental
matrices

Marine and Freshwater Systems:
•Toxicity and phototoxicity
•Uptake and food chain transfer
•Bioaccumulation and responses in sediment organisms
•Identification of indicators
•Use of rapid chemical assays (e.g. ROS)
• Genomic indicators
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Human Health
Source:
•Prioritization
•Characterization
•Exposure
•Dermal
•Inhalation
•Ingestion

Characterization:
•Transformation
•Aggregation
•Dissolution

Alternative Test Methods:
•High throughput toxicity assays,
ToxCast
•In Vitro Assays
•Virtual body
•Evaluate, Validate, Qualify
Alternative Test Methods
•Dosimetry; Dose-response
Metric(s)
•Predictive Toxicity

Tools:
•Characterization techniques
•Detection techniques
•Toxicity assays
Targeted In Vivo Toxicology
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Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP)
Framework
Retinal Epithelial Cells
Glial; Astrocytes
Endothelial Cells

Cardiomyocytes
Airway & Alveolar Cells

Liver Cells

Intestinal Cells

Skin keratinocyte
Biological fluids and
Barriers
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